The Capistrano Unified Council of PTSAs Presents

An Evening with Dr. Michael J. Bradley
Award Winning Author of

“Yes, Your Teen is Crazy!”

Loving Your Kid without Losing Your Mind

• Learn the skills, strength and wisdom needed to successfully steer your adolescent through the difficult teenage years.

• Hear about the explosive growth and rewiring your teen’s brain is going through that results in their sometimes “crazy” behavior.

• Find out how to emerge from the teen years with your family intact!

Cost:
*$5.00—(Advance Registration by 4/19)
$10.00 At the door

Wednesday, April 21, 2010
The Hills Hotel (Formerly The Holiday Inn) Located at La Paz Rd. and the 5 Fwy.
6:45 p.m.

Dr. Michael J. Bradley, Ed.D., is a recognized expert in adolescent behavior and has counseled adolescents and their parents for more than 30 years. He has also appeared on hundreds of TV and radio programs, including NBC’s Today Show, CNN World News Tonight, Pure Oxygen and National Public Radio. He delivers speeches before national and state PTA conventions and many other parenting and professional groups.

*Registration flyers available in school office
Or can be downloaded from www.cucptsa.com
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